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Bill Gates is shifting from pushing COVID vaccines to selling his lab-made corn product
as a solution to hunger in Africa. Gates advocates for laboratory “food” to save the
planet from phony climate change. The Gates plan takes a real diabolical turn when you
learn that Gates and his foundation have spent the last several years buying up farmland
and securing hundreds of patents for seeds and all kinds of lab made “food” products.

Given that COVID Mania is becoming increasingly unpopular with the public at large, the
global ruling class has decided to rebrand their relentless campaign for technocratic
tyranny. Bill Gates, for his part, is transitioning from a gene juice vaccine (mRNA)
salesman to a monopolistic synthetic corn salesman. And once again, he is using the
continent of Africa as the patient zero for his latest maniacal experiment.

At his annual Gatekeepers, I mean Goalkeepers, conference in New York City this week,
Gates featured his lab made corn product as a solution to hunger in Africa.

The Microsoft founder is deeply embedded in the climate hoax movement, and has
reoriented most of his “philanthropic” endeavors behind trying to change the earth’s
temperature.

At Goalkeepers, Gates touted his GMO corn as a critical solution to climate change in
Africa. If this confuses you, he means that he doesn’t want African farmers to invest in
and consume nutrient rich livestock, which would actually improve their lives, because
Gates believes the cows, chickens, and such are contributing to “climate change.”
Therefore, Bill Gates has decided that Africans must subscribe to a lifetime of You Will
Eat Corn And You Will Be Happy.

Corn by itself has very little nutritional value, which is why many African governments
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end up subsidizing a maize meal product to citizens with added nutrients and vitamins.
Many African societies already embrace a corn-heavy diet. However, this diet is a bug,
not a feature. It is the product of a dysfunctional agricultural environment, and not
some kind of cultural staple.

The Gates plan takes a real diabolical turn when you learn that Gates and his foundation
have spent the last several years buying up farmland and securing hundreds of patents
for seeds and all kinds of lab made “food” products.

Here’s some details on Gates’s mission from U.S. Right To Know, a healthcare
investigative research non-profit:

“Gates says rich countries should shift entirely to synthetic beef. And he has the
intellectual property rights to sell them. As a food that can help fix the climate, Gates
touts the Impossible Burger, a plant-based patty made from genetically engineered soy and
textured with engineered yeast. Its manufacturer, the Gates-funded Impossible Foods, has
two dozen patents and more than 100 patents pending to artificially replicate cheese, beef
and chicken and permeate these products with manufactured flavors, scents and textures.

Read full article here…

Synthetic foods:   
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/05/22/bill-gates-is-betting-on-this-synthetic-biology-start-up
.html
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